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March
National Doctors’ Day is celebrated each March, with the
first Doctors’ Day celebration being held in Winder, Georgia. In
1991 official legislation was passed to recognize National
Doctors’ Day. March 30th was chosen in honor of a famous
Georgian, Dr. Crawford W. Long, who on March 30, 1842 was
the first to administer anesthesia during surgery. The work our
physicians and physician extenders provide to our clients and
families help our agency to better serve our communities. Please
take time to thank our doctors, nurse practitioners, and
physician’s assistant next week for all that they do for our staff,
our consumers, and our community.
We appreciate all of you!
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From the Director’s Chair

by Denise N. Forbes

In a recent post by DBHDD Commissioner Judy Fitzgerald during the early part of February 2018, she
discussed DBHDD’s vision of easy access to high-quality care leading to a life of recovery and independence
for the people we serve. She mentioned that her staff talk about DBHDD’s vision often, but that she believes it
takes more than aspiration to stay on track and to make a vision a reality. According to Commissioner
Fitzgerald, staying on track takes a specific focus, commitment, and vigilance. The Department’s “why” is the
belief that recovery is real, and independence is possible.
Commissioner Fitzgerald continued on to announce DBHDD’s new policy on Recovery, Wellness, and
Independence; and indicated that the policy touches our entire system: hospitals, providers in our network, and
employees. She continued by indicating that the policy codifies the Department’s commitment to the three
tenets of recovery, wellness, and independence; all of which drive the purpose of the agency.
The CSB of Middle Georgia is also bound by and aligned with the Department’s stance on recovery,
wellness, and independence. We agree with Commissioner Fitzgerald that it is important to articulate our belief
in the principles of self-determination, freedom, and personal responsibility. These beliefs and values form the
basis to achieving a satisfying, independent life with dignity and respect.
A policy can be just a conceptual framework. But something this important should be viewed in a different
light. We stand with DBHDD in understanding how important it is to work with those individuals and families we
serve through a platform of goals, values, and principles of recovery and resiliency that move mountains in
support of independence and wellness. Additionally, it is our expectation that services delivered by the CSB of
Middle Georgia will be provided and offered in a way that offers respect and dignity to those we serve, and that
honors these important values and principles.
To summarize, the policy is informed by a series of guiding principles and values that:
Convey the hope of recovery from behavioral health challenges. Recovery emerges from hope; therefore,
conveys messages of hope, encouragement, and the belief that recovery is possible.
Are informed by the wisdom of lived experiences. Knowledge gained from lived experience is distinct from
that gained from education and clinical practice. Each person’s experiences bring something valuable
to the table, so it is critical to engage the unique voice individuals and families.
Address trauma.
Recognize that recovery occurs through many pathways. Service planning and delivery must be
individualized and person-centered.
Empower communities by working as partners with the people we serve and those in their support net
work.
Are based on respect, focused on the strengths of the individual, culturally informed, and anchored in
wellness. Click here to read full policy.
Commissioner Fitzgerald closed by encouraging all of us to read the definitions of the words, and be open to
the surprises that are in store for all of us as we begin to really understand what inspires us individually to
connect the words to our specific work and our “why.” I would go a step further and encourage all of you to
(Continued on page 3)
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(Continued from page 2)

remind yourselves of our own mission, vision, and values. Much, if not most, of what we do as an organization
is driven by these same three tenets … recovery, wellness, and independence. And, at the end of the day,
what we offer to those we serve is hope. Hope is confidence, excitement, expectation, anticipation, optimism,
courage, hopefulness, and faith. Hope offers a pathway to a better tomorrow and an opportunity to expand
horizons. Hope provides those we serve with an anchor and with something in which to believe. Hope offers a
pathway to a purpose. Hope heals lives.
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And Now for the Numbers...
The Ogeechee Division of CSBMG has been diligently working to build services and supports for the
six counties we serve. The team has come together to brainstorm, learn, and implement strategies to
meet our mission of providing quality behavioral health services to as many people we can reach. With
the help of Renia Hullander, Wanda Ellison, and Tracey Johnson, the team has ventured into our
communities meeting with other stakeholders and potential partners to collaborate on offering services to
individuals in need. These stakeholders include law enforcement, hospitals, school, court systems and
several more. As the community team has reached out, the outpatient service providers have joined
resources and developed processes to meet these needs. Since the beginning of the year, we have
seen an improvement and increase in our services.

TABLE
SHOWS %
INCREASE
OVER 30
DAYS

Psychiatric
Services

Nursing
Services

Behavioral
Health Assessment
(Open Access)

Case Management

SCREVEN

20%

20.5%

27%

18%

EMANUEL

38%

27%

17%

15%

BURKE

19%

15%

18%

26%

Congratulations to the team and seeing how their hard work has paid off!
Let’s keep it UP!

Behavioral Health
Comprehensive Transition Planning

Transition planning from state hospitals to community settings is an organizational effort, is collaborative, and is
person-centered. DBHDD is committed to a continuity of care system that promotes individualized recovery and
successful community transitions. The uniform discharge planning process includes the assessment, planning and
implementation of community services in accordance with individualized needs and preferences.

Assisting individuals with pursing a life of recovery in communities is invaluable. The transition planning process
requires a partnership between the individual receiving care, the natural support system, community providers, the
central office, state hospitals, and regional field offices. Community providers not only deliver services that promote
personal recovery, but also services that help eliminate barriers that may be preventing individuals from becoming
contributing members in communities.

To support DBHDD’s state hospital to community transition efforts, comprehensive community providers (Tier I and
Tier 2+) are accountable for the development and implementation of Transition Action Plans (TAPs). Engaging in
transition planning that includes assessment of need and preferences, collaboration with the field office and linkage
to appropriate community supports and services is necessary for all individuals in our state hospitals, and is an ADA
requirement for individuals with lengths of stay greater than 45 days in state hospitals. TAPs address factors that
increase an individual’s risk of failure once they are living in community settings. Close collaboration between
hospital and community providers is necessary with the completion of TAPS, facilitating seamless transitions and
stimulating continuity of care. Further, community providers ensure that services are available and are expected to
authorize a dedicated staff member that serves as a hospital liaison. A complete overview of transition planning is
housed online at DBHDD Policy Stat (01-507) for all policy users.

Submitted by:
Terri Timberlake, Ph.D.,

Director, Office of Adult Mental Health
Division of Behavioral Health

Providing Apex services in 43 schools has garnered CSB of Middle GA 1st place at DBHDD!
In July 2015 CSBMG, along with other Georgia Community Service Boards, were given the opportunity to
provide behavioral health services in a non-traditional way – in the public school systems. Our leaders here at
CSBMG took that opportunity and ran with it. In August of that year, we began providing school-based services in
two school systems, Laurens County Schools (East Laurens Primary) and Pulaski County Schools. Within two
months of implementation, we were approached by Dublin City Schools to bring Apex to its system. By
November of 2015, our Apex service area had grown from 4 schools to 10, and we were in 3 public school
systems. The expansion did not stop there. We hit the road running! We began setting up meetings with school
superintendents, principals, assistant principals, counselors and social workers to explain the Apex Project with
the hopes of expanding into our other service areas. We were met with some minor oppositions; however, the
support we gained tremendously outweighed the opposition and we were soon able to enter into other school
agreements.
Through Apex, we have been able to increase access to behavioral health services, increase early detection of
mental health disorders, and increase sustained community partnerships between our CSB and local schools/
school districts. We have been able to identify students with psychotic features who have never been in services
and who have never been diagnosed with a mental health disorder. We have also been able to intervene and
assess crisis situations in the schools, as well as, work with schools in updating their crisis protocol.
We currently have 13 Apex therapists providing services in 14 school districts. Our goal is to implement Apex
services in all 16 counties served by CSB of Middle GA. As you can see, we are almost there. A BIG thank you to
our great administration and staff. WAY TO GO TEAM!

Number of Schools By Provider
1. CSB of Middle
Georgia (43)
2. Georgia Pines (30)
3. Georgia Hope (28)
4. Avita (19)
5. Serenity (19)
6. Advantage (17)
7. Highland Rivers (17)
8. Aspire (13)
9. Chris180 (9)
10. McIntosh Trail (9)

11. Odyssey (9)
12. Phoenix (9)
13. Oconee (8)
14. River Edge (8)
15. View Point Health (8)
16. BHS of South
Georgia (7)
17. Pineland (6)
18. CETPA (5)
19. Cobb/Douglas (5)
20. Gateway (4)

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

Unison (4)
Lookout Mtn (4)
Middle Flint (4)
Pathways (4)
Clayton CSB (3)
Haralson (3)
DeKalb CSB (2)
New Horizons (2)

CSB Connection
International Women's Day is
celebrated in many countries around the
world. It is a day when women are
recognized for their achievements
without regard to divisions, whether
national, ethnic, linguistic, cultural,
economic or political.
Although we hold different positions
within our agency, for most this is a
career or start of a career. All of us feel
a sense of accomplishment when doing
our jobs because we impact numbers of
individuals that are serviced though our
agency. That is the reason I wanted to
take the pictures…………
—Cali Hollis

International Women’s Day at Bldg 1 in Dublin.

This is how Sherlissa, Lisa, Sandi, Marnie, Tina and
Keith (missing from pic) from the Dublin Division spend
their lunch every Thursday working on the Valant
Implementation.

We’ve come a long way baby! This is a stack of authorizations

that Tina, Chadwin, Zanetta, Michelle Lampkin and Gabby worked on
thru the summer of 2016. And each one of those pages had lines of
auths on them. Now Michelle Lampkin handles the Adult auths for the
agency. (Dublin Division)
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Dublin Division

To Nicki Harrison for her
work with Dodge State
Prison!

Meet Sherlissa Coates!
. Sherlissa Coates has worked at CSBMG for 6 ½ years.
She is currently the Administrative Assistant for MH/SA for Tina
Clements. However, she has 5 years of experience with DD.
She currently is active as the secretary for CARF, Voices of
Hope (Suicide Prevention of Dublin-Laurens), the Valant Team
(new electronic medical record), and LOCC (Loving Our
Community Coalition). She also facilitates CARF &
Performance Improvement trainings in orientation for new
hires. Sherlissa is 26 and a daddy’s girl. She enjoys
monograming during her spare time. She is married and has a
kind, nurturing, spirited 5 year old. “She always makes sure
that no one feels left out (it is almost like her duty). She’s
beautiful inside and out.” Growing up Sherlissa wanted to be a
respiratory therapist but is now eager to keep learning and
growing within the DD and BH world. “I am eager to be a
sponge and soak up all the knowledge I can!”
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“I go on a monthly basis to Dodge
State Prison to give my testimony
and introduce the individuals to SA
and MH services. I talk to them
about the programs we offer and
educate them on the importance of
continuity of care when they are
released. The men that I speak to
are set to be released within a few
months. When an inmate is
released and they have SA or MH
issues in prison they are required
to follow up with a physician and
mental health services. I take our
handbook and go over it with them
to educate on the level of care we
provide. I also introduce them to
BHL and give them cards in case
they have MH or SA
emergencies.”
—Nicki Harrison, Step One
Recovery Center Program
Manager

Ogeechee Division

Please join me in
congratulating Joanna
Crews as our newest
CPS-Y for CSBMG, and
our first for our
Ogeechee Division!
Congratulations also to
Danielle Wright and
Anita Speed as our
newest CSBMG Peer
Specialists-Parent.
Pamela Williams is
our newest CPS-Y for
CSBMG-Dublin! These
ladies do an awesome
job for the CSBMG
Child and Adolescent
Program.
Congratulations, again,
to all on this
outstanding
accomplishment!!!

Meet Ana King!
Ana King has worked in our Ogeechee Division since October
of 2017. She is a Safety Compliance Officer and the
Administrative Clerk for Joanna Harrison, Project Operations
Analyst. Ana does any and everything from helping with
orientation to doing fingerprints at the front desk. Ana’s
enthusiastic personality makes her perfect to be the first face
and first voice you hear at the Administration Building in
Swainsboro. She is a graduate from Jenkins County High
School. Ana has two kids, Evan and Terra, that are Eagles
too. With experience in catering, she loves to try new recipes.
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Community Corner

Team members out in the community

Emanuel County Service
Center’s Family Fun and
Education Valentines’ Party
Ashley and Roger were crowned the 2018 Valentine’s King
and Queen from the Emanuel County Service Center’s
Valentine’s Party. Names were drawn and the title was given
right after the guest speakers from Emanuel Medical Center
spoke on “Heart Health”. Vickie Saxon, Director, thought it
would be a great idea to make sure the individuals were
educated on how to keep a healthy heart during this
Valentine’s season. Families and friends of all sorts were
invited to come spend the afternoon with the individuals
within our day program. Bouquets and boutonnieres were
made as craft projects individually and candy houses were
completed as group projects. They enjoyed cupcakes and
punch while taking turns at the photo booth. Everyone was
dressed up in their finest. Pinstripe suits, top hats, and long
gowns were worn for the occasion. “This is the best party
we have ever had!” said Stanley. Great job EmCo! Keep up
the good/fun work!
Dublin’s Tina
Clements’s grandson
Daylen painting away in
the St Patrick’s Day
painting fundraiser

Lynn Darsey’ s
grandchildren proudly
show off their paintings for
the fundraiser.
(Dublin Division)

Dublin’s Connie Laminack participated in the St. Patrick’s Day Painting
fundraiser event
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What’s Happening at Independence House?
—by Laurie Peavy
Independence House celebrated “Happy Hearts Day” on Wed. Feb 14th! Mrs. Cindy lead a group on “A Happy Heart is
a Healthy Heart” recognizing the different types of love and how important it is to maintain positive relationships. We
watched a clip on “Charlie Brown In Love” to understand the simplicity and the complications of love. We ate pizza &
sweet cookies! Peer & PSR voted for our own King & Queen to represent our program. Our Kings & Queens gave a short
speech on what it meant to them to be chosen by their own peers. Our Kings & Queens shared a dance together! We
enjoyed the music and the laughter!
PSR celebrated Black History Month by learning about a different African American historical icon each day of the
month in February. These activities coincided with our “Creative Expressions” section of our daily schedule. The
individuals enjoyed creating a “Wall of Fame” from what they learned.
We also had the pleasure of touring The Historic First African Baptist Church and Mural on Telfair Street in Dublin
guided by one of the Deacons of the church. This is the church where Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. made his first public
speech on April 17, 1944 at the young age of fourteen. This was an informative tour and the individuals from
Independence House had a wonderful time while learning many significant historical facts that took place right here in
Dublin, Georgia.

Individuals visiting the mural in downtown Dublin.
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Montgomery County’s Valentine’s Day Soiree

Johnny and Christy

Robert and Christie

Niculas and Melody

On February 14,2018 Montgomery Day Service
Staff held a Valentine’s Day Soiree. It included a
candle lit lunch with music, games, pictures and
lots of socializing. The individuals used their
table manners and their social skills such as the
gentlemen pulling out chairs for the ladies,
placing their napkins in their laps and other
things as they enjoyed a meal that was served
to them by staff; restaurant style. The menu
included salad with their choice of dressing,
spaghetti and garlic bread, and with cake for
dessert. The individuals were also served
sparkling cider in a goblet. The individuals were
encouraged to talk to the people that were at
their table and not across the room. They
danced and had a great time.

Charvett and Jeffery

The Canvas Project
The Lighthouse program is out and about within our communities! One of the things discussed
during the peer groups at Lighthouse recently was, “Our town as we know it”. Each individual
shared a memory that was dear to their hearts about Emanuel County. There were stories about
the old high school gym where they played their first basketball game, standing on the corner of 80
and U.S. 1 where they watched their first parade, and even land that their grandparents used to own
decades ago now used as a longhorn cattle farm. I rode around with our peer group talking about
the good ol’ days and how they view the community where we all live. We hope to continue this
project by going around to the other counties that we are currently serving within the Lighthouse
program. We want to cover everyone’s town- everyone’s memories. We have decided to get these
pictures printed on canvas material, to hang up throughout the Lighthouse building. We have also
asked our individuals to write up captions to put under the canvased pictures. The Canvas Project
is “Our town as we know it!”
—Renia Hullander

From Denise’s and Lisa’s travels to Lousiville
and Jefferson County on 2/12/18. The
downtown area of beautiful Louisville, Georgia.

The National Health Service Corps (NHSC) Loan Repayment Program application cycle is now open.
With this program, participants can receive up to $50,000 to repay their health profession student loans
in exchange for a two year commitment to work at an NHSC approved site.
To be eligible to apply to the National Health Service Corps Loan Repayment Program, you must be:
A U.S. citizen (either U.S. born or naturalized) or U.S. National; Eligible to participate as a provider in
the Medicare, Medicaid and the State Children’s Health Insurance Program, as appropriate; and Fully
trained and licensed to practice in the NHSC-eligible primary care medical, dental or mental/
behavioral health discipline in which you are applying to serve. Additionally, you must have unpaid
student loans, taken before your application to the NHSC Loan Repayment Program to support
undergraduate or graduate education and be working at or have an accepted offer of employment
with a start date no later than July 18, 2017, at an NHSC-approved service site.
You must be fully trained and licensed in one of the following fields to qualify for this LRP:

Medicine: MD, DO, NP, CNM, PA

Dentistry: DMD, DDS, RDH

Mental/Behavioral Health: HSP, LCSW, PNS, MFT, LPC

Applications will be accepted between now & April 23rd. If you are interested in applying for this
LRP or have any questions, please contact Corena Bentley at B1, ext. 1003, or via email at
clloyd@csbmg.com.
Thanks,
Corena Bentley
ICM Administrative Assistant
CSB of Middle Georgia
2121-A Bellevue Road
Dublin GA, 31021
Phone: 478-272-1190
Ext. 1003
Fax: 478-275-6509

Attention Everyone:
Recently CSBMG staff have been getting several virus email. The type of scam being run is called "phishing".

Please see the bottom of the email for an example of a phishing email after reading
the explanation
These emails are designed to appear as if they are coming from actual employees. Often times it will include such
wording as to cause a panic and quickly click something without thinking about it. In the real email example below, it
states that there are three past due invoices. This is designed this way to trick the most amount of people into
thinking that its legitimate, urgent, and important.
In the example below, at first glance it appears that it is originating from one of our employees, being sent to
another employee. Notice the return email address is not the same address of who it “appears” to
be from; in this particular case it “appears” to be from Nicole Snyder, but in reality it is coming from a completely
different email address.
If you click the link you are exposed to the virus— DO NOT click the link. As long as you do not follow the link,
or open any attachments, you can safely delete the message.
NEVER click on a link within an email, even if you know the sender. If you receive similar messages, delete them. If
you have any questions, concerns, or accidentally may have clicked on one of these links, please contact the IT
Department.

*****Real email example below*****

-----Original Message-----

From: Nicole Snyder [mailto:ankit@udvat.com]

See sender name and email
address do NOT match

Sent: Monday, March 05, 2018 9:54 AM
To: Anita Wright
Subject: Scan
Hi Anita Wright,

Per our conversation, inserted is the current account statement showing the three past due invoices.
I would appreciate it If you could check on it and let me know when we can expect payment. Thanks!
>> http://dreamgarden.grr/Past-Due-Invoices/

Virus link— DO NOT CLICK!!!

Kind Regards,
Nicole Snyder
________________________________

Coming Up Next...
Be sure to mark your calendars
with these upcoming CSBMG
events!

Notice to All Employees:
Healthcare Staffing’s phone system has been changed.
To contact HCS please dial 478-304-1417 and you will be
prompted to select #1 for LaFonda McCullars and #2 for Steve
Smith.
March 8— I/DD Awareness
Day, Stubb’s Park Gym,
Dublin

Pay close attention to all email—especially the “From” section/
sender. The sender’s name and email address should be the
same. If not, it is a SCAM! Under NO circumstances should you
ever click on a link in the email. Please see page 19 in this
newsletter for more details.

March 17—St .Patrick’s Day
Parade and Arts & Crafts
Festival, downtown Dublin
March 21— Lighthouse
Homecoming Bash,
Swainsboro

One Final Thought…..

Please send all submissions for the newsletter to the IT Dept. nsnyder@csbmg.com

